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Germany 1995

Heavy Weapons - Exports

Category(I-VII)

Final importer

state

Number of

Items

State of origin (if not

exporter)

Intermediate location(s) (if

any) Description of Items

Comments on the

transfer

II. Armoured combat vehicles Austria 3 Jaguar I

II. Armoured combat vehicles Greece 100 MTW-M 113

II. Armoured combat vehicles Sweden 5 MTP-LB

II. Armoured combat vehicles Sweden 2 BMP-1

II. Armoured combat vehicles Sweden 225 MT-LB

III. Large calibre artillery

systems

Netherlands 15 Howitzer FH-70

V. (a) Attack helicopters Hungary 20 Mi-24

VI. Warships Greece 2 Fast Patrol Boat 148
Class

VI. Warships Indonesia 3 Coastal Patrol Boat

VI. Warships Turkey 1 Frigate MEKO 200T

Heavy Weapons - Imports

Heavy Weapons - Military holdings

Category(I-VII) Number of Items Description of Items Comments on the transfer

I. Battle tanks 3530

II. Armoured combat vehicles 4381

III. Large calibre artillery systems 2068

IV. (a) Combat aircraft 660

V. (a) Attack helicopters 263

VI. Warships 80

VII. (a) Missiles and missile launchers classified

Heavy Weapons - Procurement through national production

Category(I-VII) Number of Items Description of Items Comments on the transfer

VI. Warships 1

VII. (a) Missiles and missile launchers 3413 31 Air-launched anti-ship missiles; 3382 ammunition for MLRS



Related policies

National criterion to determine when a transfer takes effect

Departure of equipment from the exporter's territory

Views on the future operation of the Register

"Yearly Information Exchange on Defence Planning" in Germany, 1996 (a) General comments As in the past few years, German arms transfers to other countries in 1995
comprised few commercial exports of newly produced material; arms transfers were instead largely a consequence of the integration, in 1990, of the former German
Democratic Republic (GDR) armed forces and their equipment into the armed forces of united Germany, and of subsequent substantial reductions in the German armed
forces' equipment, as mandated by the Treaty on Conventional Armed Forces in Europe (CFE). Thus, as listed in the return, all German transfers of weapons systems to
other countries, with the exception of one frigate exported to Turkey, consisted of used material. Such transfers in 1995 were substantially lower than in previous years,
since the largest part of CFE-mandated reductions had taken place earlier, as had also been indicated in the report for 1994. In accordance with Germany's continuously
restrictive arms export policy, which places emphasis on cooperation with Allies and specifically prohibits arms transfers to crisis areas, almost all transfers took place to
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and European Union (EU) countries. (b) Comments on individual categories In addition to the items listed in Category II,
Germany transferred, in 1995, 40 armoured combat vehicles of the type BTR-70 to the United Nations, for use by UNPROFOR. Concerning category VII items, ammunition
for MLRS (Multiple-Launch Rocket System) was produced in 1995 within a multinational co-production programme by France, Germany, Italy and the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland. The purchase, in 1995, of 480 pieces of such ammunition will be declared by Italy as import, in accordance with national law. Other
purchases within this co-production programme will be declared by the end-user as procurement from national production. (c) Definitions Data provided include transfers
by the Federal Armed Forces as well as by German manufacturing industry. Figures given for transfers to other countries do not include items that have been demilitarized
nor items transferred for destruction/disposal, especially scrapping, or as museum exhibits. Following the definitions of the resolution and supplementary United Nations
instructions, only complete weapons systems were included.

Note: Information about small arms and light weapons was not requested before 2006
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